DIRECTION-OFTRAVEL ARROW

This arrow will point towards
your travel destination after
you’ve set the course.

KNOW YOUR COMPASS

EASY AS 123

MAGNIFYING LENS

Many SILVA compasses come
with a magnifying lens built into
the baseplate. This will make it
easier for you to read the map
and its small typography, and
for precision map work.

Navigation all comes down to solid basics. SILVA’s 123 to Navigation
sets a foundation for more advanced skills. Practising using a map and
compass on your local walks is a great idea. Go out in the dark to imitate
low-visibility conditions that might catch you out in the mountains,
so you’re prepared and practised in a safe environment.

COMPASS
NEEDLE

SILVA has
developed the
world’s fastest
and most accurate
magnetic compass
needle. The red end
of the needle points
to north, and has a
luminous tip to help
with night navigation.
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Look around.
Your map should
be orientated to
your surroundings.
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Patented red/
black north-south
lines in the capsule
bottom ensure easy
and safe settling.
Align with the
meridians on the
map. Make sure
that the map
points north.
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STEP 1

Place your compass on the map.
It doesn’t matter how you place it,
it is the compass needle that is
important to orientating your map.

BASELINE

STEP 2

The scales and other
information on SILVA compasses
are hot-stamped, which makes
them exceptionally durable.

Rotate the map so that the red (north) end of
the compass needle points to the top of the
map and is aligned with the north gridlines.

WHAT IS…?
■ A BEARING is a direction of travel given
in terms of degrees. On a compass north is
expressed as 0°, east is 90°, south is 180°
and west 270°.
■ GRID REFERENCE A map is divided into
squares, and each line of the square has
a corresponding horizontal and vertical

COMPASS ACCURACY
number printed on it. A 4-figure grid
reference for each square is the horizontal
number, followed by the vertical number.
See page 56 for a detailed explanation of
grid references and how to use them.
■ CATCHING FEATURES These are
features that will tell you if you’ve gone

too far, eg “I know if I head in a northerly
direction and hit a woodland then I’ve
missed my turn and need to backtrack.”
■ HANDRAIL FEATURE Features such as
rivers, streams, fence lines and paths that
are going in your direction can be great
‘handrails’ to follow in poor visibility.

SILVA is a longtime global
leader in compass accuracy,
precision and durability.
On all SILVA compasses,
the direction accuracy for
Magnetic North is 1°.

COMPASS HOUSING

Compass shown is
the SILVA Ranger 3
(£28).

The capsule is filled with
anti-static liquid (customised
formula) that ensures clear
reading, fast settling time,
perfect dampening, stability
and accuracy of the needle.
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